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RESUME 

Les fibres Shoddy sont un melange de fibres post-consommation et post-industriel ayant ete 
recyclees de dechets textiles. Elles sont typiquement moins cheres que les fibres vierges et 
sont completement recyclables. Par consequent, elles sont utilisees dans une vaste gamme 
d'industries utilisant des isolants acoustiques, tels que 1'architecture, l'automobile et 
l'electromenager. 

L'objectif de ce projet est de developper un modele acoustique simplifie decrivant le 
comportement acoustique d'un isolant fabrique avec des fibres Shoddy. Le seul parametre du 
modele est la masse volumique. Presentement, ces materiaux n'ont pas ete le focus de 
beaucoup de recherches publiees. Pour decrire le comportement acoustique d'un isolant 
Shoddy, les ingenieurs ont besoin d'utiliser des modeles trop complexes ou des modeles pour 
d'autres types de materiaux fibreux. 

Une approche fluide equivalent est utilisee dans le developpement du modele propose, 
assurant un bon equilibre entre complexite et precision. Pour developper le modele proposee, 
plusieurs modeles populaires de type fluide equivalent ont ete choisis, puis chaque parametre 
les composant a ensuite ete identifie. Les modeles choisis sont: le modele de Delaney et 
Bazley, deux modeles par Miki, le modele de Johnson conjointement avec le modele de 
Champoux et Allard, et celui de Johnson conjointement avec le modele de Lafarge. 

Des essais de caracterisation ont ete effectues sur des echantillons de Shoddy issus de trois 
methodes de fabrication. Les liens empiriques ont ete etablis entre les parametres des modeles 
choisis et la masse volumique de chaque materiau. Les parametres de chaque modele ont ete 
substitues par les liens empiriques, dormant des modeles «simplifies » a un seul parametre, 
soit la masse volumique. Les resultats experimentaux demontrent que le modele de Johnson-
Lafarge, simplifie par les liens empiriques, est le plus precis. L'absorption fut le parametre 
utilise pour la comparaison entre les modeles simplifies. Les essais de caracterisation ont 
fourni des valeurs specifiques pour les parametres des materiaux intrinseques, et permettent 
done la comparaison entre les fibres Shoddy et differents materiaux poreux. Les liens 
empiriques individuels permettent egalement a l'utilisateur de substituer les valeurs theoriques 
ou mesurees, tel que desire pour chaque parametre. 

Un nouveau modele empirique est done propose pour decrire le comportement des isolants 
fabriques avec les fibres Shoddy. Celui-ci exige une connaissance de la masse volumique 
seulement, un parametre facilement mesurable. 

Mots-cles: Shoddy, poreux, fibre, recyclee, absorption, modele, acoustique 
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SUMMARY 

Shoddy fibres or "Shoddies" are a mixture of post-consumer and post-industrial fibres diverted 
from textile waste streams and recycled into their raw fibre form. They have found widespread 
use as a raw material for manufacturing sound absorbers that include, but are not limited to: 
automotive, architectural and home appliance applications. 

The purpose of this project is to develop a simple acoustic model to describe the acoustic 
behaviour of sound absorbers composed primarily of Shoddy fibres. The model requires 
knowledge of the material's bulk density only. To date, these materials have not been the 
focus of much published research and acoustical designers must rely on models that were 
developed for other materials or are overly complex. 

For modelling purposes, an equivalent fluid approach is chosen to balance complexity and 
accuracy. In deriving the proposed model, several popular equivalent fluid models are selected 
and the required input parameters for each model identified. The models are: the model of 
Delaney and Bazley, two models by Miki, the model of Johnson in conjunction with the model 
of Champoux and Allard and the model of Johnson in conjunction with the model of Lafarge. 

Characterization testing is carried out on sets of Shoddy absorbers produced using three 
different manufacturing methods. The measured properties are open porosity, tortuosity, 
airflow resistivity, the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths and the static thermal 
permeability. Empirical relationships between model parameters and bulk density are then 
derived and used to populate the selected models. This yields several 'simplified' models with 
bulk density as the only parameter. The most accurate model is then selected by comparing 
each model's prediction to the results of normal incidence sound absorption tests. 

The model of Johnson-Lafarge populated with the empirical relations is the most accurate 
model over the range of frequencies considered (approx. 300 Hz - 4000 Hz) Characterization 
testing yields specific values for intrinsic material parameters that allow for comparison to 
other porous materials. Individual parameter relations allow users to substitute measured or 
theoretical values as needed. 

A new empirical acoustical model is proposed to describe the behaviour of Shoddy-based fibre 
absorbers. The model requires knowledge of the bulk density only. This parameter is easily 
measured making application of the model elementary. 

Mots-cles : Shoddy, porous, fibre, recycled, absorption, model, acoustic 
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context of research project 
As the world becomes more mechanized and increasing populations push people closer 

together, the need for noise reduction and control becomes ever more important to maintain 

individual comfort and quality of life. Legislation [7, 14, 25] and increasing consumer demand 

for quieter technologies drives the need for designers and researchers to develop better noise 

control methods and materials. In parallel, the recent adoption of sustainable development 

principles [35, 11] has forced the consideration of environmentally responsible methods and 

materials in all design fields, including acoustics. 

One form of passive noise reduction is achieved through the use of porous materials. These 

materials are placed in the sound path between source and receiver. A sound wave impinging 

on the porous layer penetrates into the porous network where a part of the sound energy is 

dissipated as heat. Fibrous materials fall under the umbrella of porous materials research. The 

subject of this research project is a particular fibre material known as "Cotton Shoddy" or 

simply "Shoddy". 

Shoddy is mixture of post-industrial and post-consumer recycled fibres reclaimed from textile 

waste streams. As a raw material it is attractive to designers and engineers for its relatively 

low cost and inherent environmental benefits. To facilitate an efficient design, the acoustical 

behaviour of the material must be well understood. This project investigates the acoustic 

properties of Shoddy absorbers manufactured using three different methods and uses the 

results to derive an acoustic model based on the material's bulk density. 

In the following introductory chapter the reader will find a brief description of porous 

materials and the scientific and technological problem to be solved. This is followed by a 

summary of Shoddy fibres and information on the set of samples analyzed within the project. 

Finally, a summary of the state of the art as it applies to the modelling of porous materials is 

presented along with the objectives of the research project and the project's innovation. The 

chapter concludes with a summary of the structure of the document. 
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2 CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This chapter includes a more thorough treatment of several topics that are presented more 

briefly in Chapter 2. These instances are meant to complement one another, however, in the 

interest of clarity and flow the reader may encounter redundancies in the text. Every effort has 

been made to minimize their occurrence. As a final note, within this document the term 

"Shoddy" or "Shoddies" has been capitalized to avoid ambiguity with the adjective describing 

work of lower or inferior quality. 

1.2 Qualitative description of porous materials 
The acoustical behaviour of Shoddy-based fibre absorbers fall under the study of porous 

materials. For modeling purposes, porous materials are considered isotropic, consisting of a 

solid phase and a fluid phase. The solid phase forms a porous network or matrix that is 

saturated with the working fluid. In the context of the research project, the working fluid is air. 

From a macroscopic perspective, porous materials are homogeneous, consisting of a 

combination of the solid frame or skeleton and the air occupying the pore space within the 

frame. Acoustic energy loss in the material is caused by three mechanisms: viscous losses, 

thermal losses and structural losses. Viscous loss occurs due to the difference in relative 

speeds between the solid and fluid mediums. Thermal losses arise due to thermal exchanges 

between the two mediums during compression-rarefaction cycles resulting from the acoustic 

wave. When acoustic excitation results in frame motion, structural losses occur due to 

molecular friction within the frame. In general, two approaches are taken to model porous 

materials. The first considers the matrix to be elastic and three waves propagate 

simultaneously in the porous material: two compressional waves and a shear wave [6]. This 

material is described as poroelastic to emphasize the coupling between the elastic solid phase 

and the fluid phase. In the second case, the frame is considered rigid or very limp and the 

material supports only a single compression wave propagating in the fluid phase; structural 

losses are neglected. From a macroscopic perspective, the material's behaviour is comparable 

to an "equivalent fluid" having a complex dynamic density and a complex bulk modulus [1] 

controlling the various mechanisms of dissipation. This research takes the equivalent fluid 

approach to develop the proposed model for Shoddy-based sound absorbers. 
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1.3 Scientific and technological problem 
Publically available research into the acoustic behaviour of Shoddy-fibre absorbers is limited. 

The material is highly variable in form and content making it difficult to derive consistent and 

accurate expressions to describe the material behaviour. Designers that want to predict the 

acoustic behaviour of Shoddy-based absorbers must currently rely on general acoustic models 

or models developed for other porous materials. The more general models, applicable to a 

wide range of porous materials typically require several material parameters that are often 

difficult to measure and require specialized equipment and techniques. Simpler models are 

usually derived for a specific material and adapt poorly to others. In the case of fibrous 

materials most simple acoustic models have been derived for fibreglass, mineral wools or 

homogeneous synthetic fibres. The purpose of this paper is to establish a simplified acoustic 

model that accurately describes the behaviour of a Shoddy-based fibre absorber based on the 

equivalent fluid hypothesis. 

1.4 Shoddy fibres 
Raw Shoddy fibre is a mixture of post-consumer and post-industrial recycled fibres and can be 

characterized by its variability. The amount of material and the cost of sorting waste textiles 

can become prohibitive so these materials are typically recycled en masse. This results in a 

mixture of several different fibre types, both synthetic and natural, in various sizes. The 

abundance of each fibre type depends greatly on the textiles available for recycling. A lack of 

homogeneity when compared to virgin materials makes basic assumptions on material 

properties such as fibre density, fibre length, diameter, surface condition etc. much more 

problematic; supplier information on raw Shoddy fibres is therefore notoriously vague. Some 

control can be exercised over the recycled textiles used to make raw Shoddy, allowing 

producers to adjust the material so it is better suited for a specific manufacturing method or to 

possess certain properties. Table 1.1 shows supplier information on several types of raw 

Shoddy fibres including those used to make the sample materials within this study. If the 

waste streams are well-controlled, the overall fibre makeup of the raw Shoddy can stay 

somewhat consistent, however, the information presented in Table 1.1 is given for interest 

only as actual fibre content varies considerably. 
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Table 1.1: Published fibre content of several commercially available raw Shoddy fibres used in the 
manufacture of sound absorbers (% by weight) 

synthetic fibre cellulose (cotton) unidentified 
fibre types 

dust 
(maximum) 

fibre length [mmj 
Min. - Mean - Max. 

Shoddy #1 80% 20% 18% 17.8-21.6-25.4 

Shoddy #2 70% 20% 10% 12% 24.1-29.2-34.3 

Shoddy #3 40% 50% 10% 12% 15.2-20.3-25.4 

Shoddy #4 95% 
(65% nylon, 30% PP) 

- 5% - 30.5 - 39.4 - 48.3 

Shoddy #5 25% PET, 75% acrylic and cotton - 12% 35 - 40 mm max. 

Shoddy #6 20% PET 65%-75% cotton 5%-10% 12% 20 - 30 mm max. 

Shoddy #7 100% 
(75% Nylon, 25% PET) 

8% 50-75 mm max. 

1.5 Processing of Shoddy fibres 
The fibrous absorbers made from raw Shoddy are classified as non-woven textiles. The 

following is a summary of the processing steps that were followed to produce the 3 types of 

Shoddy-based absorbers studied in this research project. The processes shown in Figure 1.1 

are current industrial production methods for fibre absorbers and are summarized to highlight 

the elements of production that influence the material's bulk density. The three major stages in 

processing are: blending of the raw fibres, formation of the web and a strengthening of the 

web. 

1.5.1 Blending 
Raw fibres are typically shipped in highly compressed fibre bales. Blending is a processing 

step whereby raw Shoddies (see Table 1.1) are mixed with other virgin or single source 

recycled fibres to form different fibre blends prior to processing. A summary of the blend 

recipes for the three types of Shoddies analyzed in this study and descriptions of the 

Blending 
Web Forming 

Carding/Garnetting 

Airlaying 

Strengthening 
Mechanical 

Thermal 

Resin 

Figure 1.1: Processing steps in the production of the Shoddy fibre absorber 
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component fibres are shown in Table 1.2. For the materials under study, the major components 

of the blended material are cotton and polyethylene terephthalate (PET, polyester). Smaller 

amounts of acrylic, wool, polypropylene (PP) and nylon fibres are present and trace amounts 

of linen, silk and rubber fibres may occur. 

Good blending yields a homogeneous material with relatively uniform fibre distribution, and 

bulk density throughout. Poor blending contributes to "clumping", inhomogeneity in the web 

caused by heavy concentrations of fibres. Clumping can give the finished material localized 

properties, adversely affecting local bulk density, thickness and acoustical performance. Good 

blending is desired but is limited by the quality of the fibre recycling process and the materials 

in the Shoddy blend. Web formation also plays a role in the blending of the fibres. Figure 1.2 

shows variation in web density for a thermally bonded material. 

The machines built to recycle fibre textiles must be robust in order to process a wide range of 

materials. The ability to effectively separate down to the scale of the fibres is sacrificed to 

keep the process economical but this leads to the presence of fibre structures that are not 

present in virgin fibre materials. Examples of these structures are shown in Figure 1.3. At the 

largest scale, with dimensions in the order of 30 mm - 10 mm, are pieces of material referred 

to as "flags". Flags are small pieces of original textile material that have passed through the 

recycling process and retain the look and appearance of their original textile form. 

Table 1.2: Fibre recipes for the Shoddy-based absorbers under study 

24% 31% 45% 
Mechanically Bonded Shoddy #7 - High grade Shoddy #5 - In-Process 

single source recycled Shoddy Medium grade Shoddy Recycled 

20% 50% 30% 
Thermally Bonded Bicomponent PET - 100% Shoddy #3 - In-Process 

Medium grade Shoddy Recycled 

33% 27% 40% 
Resin Bonded Shoddy #2 - Low grade Med grade Shoddy - In-Process 

Shoddy no info Recycled 
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Figure 1.2: Image of backlit Shoddy absorber showing variation in web bulk density 

Figure 1.3: Large scale fibre structures in raw Shoddies 

One supplier's information on raw Shoddy specifies: "Vi inch flags or larger will not exceed 

5% by weight of the material with no flags greater than 2 square inches". On the scale of 10 

mm - 2 mm, poor fibre recycling, yarns, heavy fibre entanglement, glue-like surface 

treatments, areas of dense fibre bonding and/or poor blending result in fibre clumping. On the 

smallest scale, 200 fim - 80 jim, there are areas of dense fibre packing typically due to the 

presence of threads or poor distribution of bonding fibres or bonding agents. These structures 

are usually too small for the recycling process to effectively separate individual fibres from 

one another. Any large structure interrupting the homogeneity of the web is undesirable, 

causing variability in the intrinsic properties of test samples and reducing the ability to 
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accurately predict material behaviour. A good blending system reduces the occurrence and 

mitigates the effect of these structures. 

The following is a short description of the blending system used to produce the samples in this 

study. The process begins with a barbed conveyor that plucks a small amount of fibre from a 

fibre bale and deposits it on a weigh scale. Several conveyor-scale systems are employed 

together, each dedicated to a specific fibre type to create the overall blend. Fibres types are 

combined in terms of weight percentages. The combined fibres are then staged in a large 

receptacle and subjected to a tumbling action to mix the fibres. Trim waste from finished 

goods is regularly recycled and reinserted into the blend on-site. This material is termed "in-

process recycled" and makes up a significant portion of the blend (see Table 1.2). Process 

recycling is accomplished by mechanical destruction of the Shoddy absorber. This typically 

causes a reduction in average fibre length since tearing apart the strengthened web causes 

some fibres to break. 

The three materials analyzed in this study undergo similar blending steps. The difference 

between materials is due to the combination of raw fibres used in the blend and the web 

formation process. The study samples were gathered from fibre webs produced using one of 

two methods: carding/garnetting or airlaying. 

1.5.2 Web formation 
Carding/Garnetting 

The sample materials termed "mechanically bonded" were processed using a 

carding/garnetting system. Fibre subjected to mechanical bonding or "needling" must be 

robust enough to undergo the needling process. The blends for mechanically bonded materials 

therefore include fibres that are longer, to facilitate the wrapping action of the barbed needles, 

and larger in diameter to keep from breaking under the needling action. 

A garnett is a series of rotating and counter rotating rolls wrapped with sawtooth wires and is 

suited to produce fibre webs with blends that incorporate longer, more durable fibres. The 

wired rolls draw and partially align the fibres as the fibres are transferred between the rolls. 
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The result is a very light, semi-transparent web of fibre that is transferred to a lapper. Lappers 

are articulated conveyors that move back and forth to deposit the weak web onto a moving 

apron. Several garnett/lapper systems work in series to achieve the desired "weight per unit 

area" of material on the apron. With the exception of speed, a garnett's settings are fixed. 

Although, the type of wire used and the size and spacing of the rolls can be changed to alter 

the properties of the web, it is not without significant cost and labour. An efficient setup is 

chosen and fixed. It is therefore the speed of the garnett that affects the rate the material is 

processed, the amount of fibre laid on the apron and ultimately the material's bulk density. It 

is important to note that the larger diameter fibres and the aligning action of the wire rolls on 

the fibre are important factors in defining material microstructure. 

Airlaying 

The samples termed "thermally bonded" and "resin bonded" were processed using an airlay 

system. Airlaying is a method of forming a fibre web whereby individual fibres are 

transported or carried by a controlled air stream and then condensed as a web onto a perforated 

belt, sieve drum, sieve screen or mesh. The web is formed continuously and deposited onto a 

moving conveyor. Most airlay systems incorporate a small number of wired rolls (Figure 1.4) 

similar to those in a garnett to work the fibre prior to condensing the fibre on the sieve drum. 

Due to the action of the wired rolls in both the carding/garnetting and airlay systems there 

exists a weak anisotropy to the final web since the wired rolls tend to align the fibres in the 

direction of production. Similar to a garnett, an airlay system influences the final materials 

bulk density because it determines the amount of fibre per unit area in the web. The last stage 

in production, web-strengthening, determines the finished material's thickness and therefore 

the final bulk density. 

1.5.3 Web strengthening 
Web formation processes produce a web that is very weak. The last major stage in the 

manufacturing process is to impart tensile strength and stiffness to the fibrous absorber. This is 

accomplished by the bonding or entangling of fibres. The materials being studied have 

undergone one of the following strengthening processes: thermal bonding, resin bonding or 
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Figure 1.4: Stage midway through airlay web formation process. Top image • production equipment 
separated to show interior detail of equipment. Arrows indicate surfaces which are in contact during 

production. Lower left image - close up detail of raw fibre as it encounters wired roll. Lower right image -
close up detail of wired roll. 

mechanical bonding. All three processes are currently used in commercial production of 

fibrous absorbers. 

Thermal bonding 

Thermal bonding is a heat activated bonding process using low-melt bicomponent fibres. 

Bicomponent fibres can be defined as: "extruding two polymers from the same spinneret with 

both polymers contained within the same filament" [15]. The term "conjugate fibres" is also 

used. The main objective of producing bicomponent fibres is to exploit capabilities not 

existing in either polymer alone. Sheath-core bicomponent fibres are those fibres where one of 

the components (core) is fully surrounded by the second component (sheath). Examples of 

sheath-core bicomponent fibres are shown in Figure 1.5. 
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(W) 0̂  A 
Figure 1.5: Cross section of various sheath-core bicomponent fibres [15] 

The core of the bi-component fibre has a higher melting point than the exterior. When these 

fibres are introduced into the fibre blend it allows the material to be compressed to a required 

thickness and/or moulded. Once the web is formed, the fibre undergoes a heat-treating process 

that softens the outer sheath of the bi-component fibres, causing them to adhere to 

neighbouring fibres as illustrated in Figure 1.6. The bond solidifies upon cooling. 

The result is an increase in the strength and stiffness of the material. For the thermally bonded 

materials in this study, bicomponent fibres compose 20% of the raw blend (see Table 1.2). 

The thermal treatment was carried out in a convection oven which forces heated air through 

the fibre web (Figure 1.7). Final web thickness is determined by the upper and lower oven 

conveyors or "flights" which sandwich and compress the web as it passes through the oven. 

The material is cooled in the final stage of the oven while still under compression, fixing the 

material thickness and bulk density. 

Figure 1.6: Bonding of bi-component (smaller) fibre to neighbouring fibre 
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Convection 
oven 

Upper oven 
conveyor (flight) 

Fibre web from 
airlay system 

Figure 1.7: Fibre web (~150mm thickness) entering oven for thermal treatment of bicomponent fibres 

Resin bonding 

For resin bonded samples, bonding is achieved by the distribution of a thermoset phenolic 

resin powder throughout the web. The resin is applied following the formation of the web 

using metering systems such as a powder scatterer or a series of weigh belts. The resin is then 

cured as the web passes through an oven or thermal treatment process. During curing the 

powder resin undergoes a polymerization reaction, softening and adhering to neighbouring 

fibres. The resin solidifies upon cooling producing the microstructure shown in Figure 1.8. In 

contrast to thermoplastic bicomponent fibres, the resin is a thermoset and cannot be reformed 

by heating as once bonding has occurred it is permanent and irreversible. Thickness and 

therefore bulk density is controlled by the spacing of the oven conveyors (flights) similar to 

the thermal bonding process. 

Figure 1.8: Image of resin bonded Shoddy fibres magnified xlOO 
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Mechanical bonding 

Mechanical bonding or "needling" is the process whereby the fibres are mechanically 

entangled with one another using barbed needles in a needle loom. A flat, rectangular steel 

plate with several thousand barbed needles protruding from its surface repeatedly penetrates 

the advancing fibre web. Barbs on the needles tightly bind the fibre web together by a 

wrapping action. The fibres become heavily entangled and the space between the fibres is 

reduced. The result is a significant decrease in thickness and an increase in bulk density and 

material tensile strength. The range of bulk densities produced using mechanical bonding 

methods are slightly higher than those for resin or thermally bonded materials due to the 

significant reduction in thickness resulting from the needling process. 

The three Shoddy-based absorbers that are the focus of this research project have been 

manufactured using one of the methods described above. Several post processes are often 

applied to fibre absorbers to fulfill a specific need such as the addition of a thin polymer film 

for waterproofing or a glue-like surface treatment for dust control. In these cases, one must 

consider the effects of a thin film barrier or the increase in frame rigidity due to the adhesive 

on the material's acoustic behaviour. For these research results to remain more generally 

applicable to all Shoddies, no such treatments were applied to the samples analyzed in this 

study. 

In the context of porous materials, Shoddy absorbers possess a fairly limp frame when 

compared with polymer or metal foams. However, of the three manufacturing methods 

described, resin bonded materials display the highest frame stiffness by virtue of the fibre 

bonding and the stiffness provided by the cured thermoset polymer. This is followed by the 

thermally bonded materials which also possess a network of fibre to fibre bonds within the 

frame. The mechanically bonded materials are the most limp since no physical bond exists 

between the fibres in the frame and the material relies on heavy entanglement for strength. 

1.6 Sample description 
The sample set for this study consisted of Shoddy based fibrous absorbers manufactured by 

thermal bonding, resin bonding or mechanical bonding. For each material, three constructions 
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were tested and are designated #1, #2, and #3. A construction is defined as a unique 

combination of thickness and weight per unit area. An effort was made to gather a range of 

different thicknesses and densities but the sample set was limited to the materials available. 

For each construction six large diameter samples (0 99.9 mm) and 9 medium diameter samples 

(0 44.4 mm) were cut. Each sample's mass was measured using a AND weigh scale model 

GX-4000 and thickness using a Mitutoyo micrometer model CD-6 CS. Thickness was 

measured while the sample was mounted in an impedance tube. Bulk density was calculated 

for each sample using the diameter, mass and thickness. The statistics of the measured 

properties for the medium diameter samples appear in Table 1.3. The 44.4 mm sample 

properties are used in the derivation of the proposed model since it is these samples are used in 

the majority of testing including the acoustic tests that are used to determine several model 

parameters. 

1.7 State of the art 
The absorption of sound in porous media has been studied extensively. For more than half a 

century, research has been carried out with the aim of obtaining predictive models to yield the 

characteristic impedance and propagation constant of porous materials from their material 

properties. Using these properties and assuming a plane wave propagation hypothesis, the 

Table 1.3: Thickness and density statistics for sample constructions 

Material Thickness [mm] Density [kg/mJ] 
Average St. dev. Avg. St. dev. 

Construction #1 10.6 0.38 92.7 4.39 
Mechanically Construction #2 11.6 0.59 93.0 6.45 

Bonded 
Construction #3 14.6 0.41 118.7 5.93 
Construction #1 9.9 0.11 82.7 6.97 

Thermally Construction #2 12.7 0.54 66.2 10.00 
Bonded 

Construction #3 18.2 1.01 67.8 10.07 
Construction #1 13.5 0.35 54.4 10.07 

Resin Construction #2 18.6 0.57 79.8 6.19 
Bonded Bonded 

Construction #3 22.6 0.52 69.3 2.56 
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sound absorption coefficient can then be calculated. The sound absorption coefficient is 

defined as the fraction of the incident acoustic energy that is not reflected back into the 

incident medium at a given frequency. It is a cumulative measure of the energy dissipation 

mechanisms occurring within the porous medium. In order to be absorbed, the acoustic wave 

must penetrate the porous medium and therefore the material must possess an open porosity. 

Closed pores are not available to dissipative processes and do not contribute to the loss of 

sound energy. 

Biot's pioneering theory in 1956 [6] provides the means to describe the behaviour of a porous 

material under acoustic excitation. From this theory two principal approaches have been used 

when modelling porous materials. The first approach accounts for the movement of the solid 

phase. These models are categorized as poroelastic models, referring to the elastic nature of 

the solid phase under acoustic excitation. Biot proposes that poroelastic materials support 

three waves. Two waves are compressional and are present in the solid and fluid phases 

respectively. The third is a shear wave propagating only in the solid phase. 

In the second approach, if the matrix is rigid or very limp, the porous material can be 

considered a homogeneous fluid with a dynamic density and a dynamic bulk modulus. These 

two properties provide the mechanisms for dissipation via viscous and thermal effects. These 

models are termed equivalent fluid models and are used to model porous materials with a rigid 

or very limp matrix under acoustic excitation. This work takes an equivalent fluid approach 

and poroelastic models are not considered further. 

1.7.1 Modelling of porous materials with a rigid or limp frame 
If the solid phase in the porous material is assumed to be rigid or very limp, motion is 

propagated only in the fluid phase as a single compression wave [1, 26]. The propagation of 

sound is therefore governed by Helmholtz's equation and only the mechanisms of viscous and 

thermal dissipation are responsible for the loss of acoustical energy. In this case, the porous 

medium may be treated as an "equivalent fluid". In a free fluid, losses are negligible in first 

approximation, and the density p0 and the adiabatic bulk modulus K0 of the fluid are both real 

quantities. By contrast, in an equivalent fluid the losses are significant and irreversible and the 
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density and bulk modulus are complex and frequency co dependent. These two functions 

describe the actual behaviour of the fluid phase of the material at the macroscopic level, or in 

other words, averaged across the dimensions of the sample. Viscous losses are now accounted 

for by an effective density, p(co), while thermal losses are taken into account by an effective 

bulk modulus, K(co). The complex wave number K0 and the characteristic impedance Zc0 in a 

static free fluid become complex functions of frequency fc(co), ZJco) in the equivalent fluid. 

Similar to the free fluid expressions, ZC(A>) & K(CQ) are related to p(co) & K(CO) in an 

equivalent fluid by: 

Equivalent fluid assumptions are valid under the long wavelength condition: the incident 

wavelength must be much larger than the characteristic dimension of the pores. Under these 

conditions the fluid behaves as if it is incompressible at the scale of the pore. 

In more recent equivalent fluid modelling, p(co) and K(a>) have been expressed using other 

different response coordinates. Viscous losses are manifest through the dynamic tortuosity 

a((o) as defined by Johnson et al. [18]. This is the elementary function used to express the 

dynamic viscous permeability k(co) and therefore the effective density p(co). The dynamic 

viscous permeability k(a>) is a complex parameter relating the pressure gradient and the fluid 

velocity in the porous medium. The thermal cohorts to these parameters are: a'(co), the 

dynamic compressibility as defined by Lafarge et al [20] and k'(oj), the dynamic thermal 

permeability that are used to determine K(co). The dynamic thermal permeability k'(co), relates 

the pressure time derivative to the mean temperature in the porous medium. 

The overall objective of equivalent fluid modelling is to describe the macroscopic behaviour 

of the fluid when a sound wave passes through a rigid porous material and is subjected to 

viscous and thermal losses. This is accomplished by determining one of the pairs of complex 

functions described above: 

Zc(w) = jp{u))K(oS) (1.1) 

K{(JO) = p(co)/K((i)) (1.2) 
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Complex wavenumber and characteristic impedance: ic(oj), Zc(io) 

Effective density and effective bulk modulus: p(a), K(co) 

Dynamic tortuosity and dynamic compressibility: a((o), a'(to) 

Dynamic viscous and thermal permeabilities: k(co), k'(to) 

This review covers empirical approaches, microstructural approaches, phenomenological 

approaches and semi-phenomenological approaches to determine these parameters. 

Empirical models 

The equivalent fluid model is consistent with empirical formulae that are obtained by curve 

fitting a series of measurements to derive the general behaviour of the porous material. 

Perhaps the best known empirical model is that of Delaney and Bazley [10]. The authors 

measured the characteristic impedance Zc and wavenumber ic of samples of fibreglass and 

rock wool and derived a power law relation based on frequency / and the material's airflow 

resistivity a. The model is considered valid for the range of frequencies from 0.0 1<t to a. It is 

now common practice to incorporate the ambient air pressure in order to make the index 

parameter dimensionless (pQf/a). The model has limitations at low frequencies as the real part 

of the surface impedance can become negative, a physical impossibility. Attenborough [4] also 

indicates that the predictions of the Delaney-Bazley model deteriorate with increasing flow 

resistance. Specifically, at high flow resistivities the model overestimates attenuation 

constants. 

Miki [21] proposed an improvement to the Delaney-Bazley model by correcting the low 

frequency behaviour and extending the valid frequency range. Recognizing that the acoustic 

behaviour of the material was affected by properties of the microstructure other than those 

affecting the airflow resistivity, Miki [22] developed a second model that included two 

additional macroscopic parameters to the model, the open porosity (f) and tortuosity a 

Voronina [36] compared experimental results for material with fibres of varying diameter to 

derive the characteristic impedance and propagation constant as functions of fibre diameter 

and porosity. Other empirical models have been proposed for different porous materials [30, 
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13, 24]. The main drawback of empirical models is their limited applicability since they are 

derived from testing on a single material type. More general equivalent fluid models that can 

be applied to a wider range of materials have therefore become popular. 

Phenomenological models 

The earliest phenomenological models describe the acoustical behaviour of materials with 

simple geometries. The models are also termed "microstructural" because they rely on an 

explicit description of the material's microstructure to derive theoretical expressions 

describing the acoustical behaviour. In 1949 Zwikker and Kosten [39] modelled the pores as 

unconnected circular tubes with similar orientation. This model treated the thermal and 

viscous damping effects separately and yielded exact results in the limiting cases of low and 

high frequency and is valid for intermediate frequencies. The fluid motion in the pores is 

expressed in terms of the complex density and the complex bulk modulus. Due to the 

underlying assumptions about the pore geometry, it cannot be applied to a wide range of 

porous materials. In fact, the major drawback of basic phenomenological models is the 

difficulty in determining the complex geometries of many porous materials in order to 

accurately model fluid effects. 

Morse and Ingard [23] proposed a phenomenological equivalent fluid model for a rigid frame 

porous material. Their model requires the effective resistivity to be frequency dependent and 

to consider the transition away from Poiseuille flow in the material. In this model it is also 

necessary to introduce an effective frequency dependent bulk modulus in the pores to account 

for frequency dependent thermal effects. Finally, a structure factor is introduced to account for 

fluid friction at the pore walls. 

In 1983 Attenborough [4] took a similar approach in deriving rigid frame microstructural 

models for more complicated microstructures and successfully applied the results to both 

fibrous and granular materials and introduced the pore shape factors. Attenborough's model 

requires five free parameters: the dynamic and static shape factors, porosity, tortuosity and 

flow resistivity. This number can be reduced to four by using the pore shape factor ratio, a 

frequency dependant parameter. Attenborough's model yields superior predictions over the 
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empirical model of Delaney and Bazley with a greater frequently range of validity. 

Microstructural models provide insight into sound energy dissipation mechanisms but are 

more complex and contain parameters that must be determined from detailed knowledge of the 

material geometry. 

As an alternative Allard et al. [2] proposed a phenomenological model called the Biot-Allard 

model. The model is derived by assuming the rigid limit from Biot's theory for poroelastic 

materials. The model is applicable to a wide range of porous materials however, like the 

Attenborough model it is not well adapted to materials where the cross section of the pore may 

vary. Champoux and Stinson [9] compared the Biot-Allard model and the model put forward 

by Attenborough, to sets of data on well-defined samples. They concluded that for materials 

without a large variability in pore size, the Biot Allard model gives good predictions for a 

broad frequency range with only a single, frequency independent shape factor parameter. In 

contrast, the Attenborough model requires a shape factor that has significant frequency 

dependence. Champoux and Stinson also concluded that the two models do not accurately 

model materials with large variability in pore shape. In order to address these shortcomings, 

Champoux and Stinson introduced a model that is similar to the Biot-Allard model but 

incorporates two shape factors to account for the variation in pore size. In general, the shape 

factors account for the discrepancy between the actual pore geometry and that of the idealized 

circular tube. The major weakness of phenomenological models is that some material 

parameters cannot be determined by physical or mechanical means and must be determined by 

fitting to measured acoustical data. 

Semi-Phenomenological models 

The semi-phenomenological approach is the backbone of current equivalent fluid modelling. 

These models are able to describe a wide range of porous materials with good precision. The 

first such model was developed in 1987 by Johnson et al. [18]. The authors studied the viscous 

dissipation behaviour of the porous medium in the low and high frequency range and 

expressed it by a simple asymptotic function that smoothly interpolated between the high and 

low frequency limits. This model introduced two parameters, the tortuosity a® which accounts 

for the apparent increase in density of the free fluid when the fluid flows through a porous 
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structure and the viscous characteristic length A which characterizes the viscous forces and 

depends only on the geometry of the porous material. Thermal effects were not considered. 

In 1991, building on the work of Johnson et al., Champoux and Allard [8] developed a model 

to describe the thermal effects. Champoux and Allard assume the same frequency dependence 

on the thermal forces as proposed by Johnson et al. for the viscous forces and define the 

thermal characteristic dimension A'. This model yields an expression for the dynamic bulk 

modulus which is exact in the high frequency regime. However, similar to the Johnson et al. 

model, there is a large deviation between the low frequency behaviour predicted by the model 

and that observed experimentally. 

Wilson [37] also considers thermal effects leading to a model that treats the viscous and 

thermal dissipation as relaxational processes. Unlike the models by Johnson et al. and 

Champoux Allard, the model is built to match mid-frequency behaviour and has but two 

adjustable parameters. The effective density p(a>) is resolved using p^,, the high frequency 

limit of p(co) and xvor the vorticity-mode relaxational time. Similarly, K(co) is resolved 

using Km, the high frequency limit of K(a>) and Tent, the entropy-mode relaxation time. 

In 1993, Lafarge [19] proposed a refinement to the Champoux-Allard model to correct the 

difference from the observed behaviour and introduced a new parameter, the static thermal 

permeability k'0. This parameter is analogous to the Darcy permeability for viscous effects, a 

measure of the ability of a fluid to flow through a porous material. The introduction of this 

parameter allows for the correction of the imaginary component of the dynamic bulk modulus. 

In 1993, Pride et al. [29] proposed a refinement to the model proposed by Johnson et al. and 

introduced an asymptotic low frequency parameter, the static tortuosity a0. This parameter 

accounts for the additional inertial influence on the viscous effects at low frequencies. The 

static tortuosity corrects the deviation observed in the real part of the function introduced by 

Johnson et al. at low frequencies. Due to subsequent developments by Lafarge et al., it is now 

necessary to specify a0 as the static viscous tortuosity. 
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In 1997, following the work of Pride et al., Lafarge et al. [20] introduced a low frequency 

asymptotic parameter called the static thermal tortuosity a'0 to correct the inaccuracy of the 

real component of the dynamic bulk modulus. Similar to the static viscous tortuosity, the 

parameter accounts for the additional inertial influence on the thermal effects at low 

frequencies. 

Several models mentioned in this review are used explicitly in developing the proposed model. 

These models appear in section 1.9 and include: the empirical model of Delaney and Bazley, 

the two models by Miki and the semi-phenomenological models of Johnson-Champoux-Allard 

and Johnson-Champoux-Allard-Lafarge. 

1.8 Research objectives 
Primary: 

• Create a simple equivalent fluid model that accurately describes the acoustic behaviour 

of Shoddy fibre absorbers based on the material's bulk density. 

Secondary: 

• To characterize a sample set of Shoddy fibre absorbers by experimental measurement 

and quantify acoustical and intrinsic properties for this type of material 

• Determine the effect of material type and manufacturing process on intrinsic material 

properties and acoustic behaviour 

• Establish relationships between material properties using empirical or theoretical 

means 

• Determine the effect of fibre diameter on relevant material properties 

• Validation of the developed model with historical test results using an impedance tube 

1.9 Methodology 
The following section is a brief summary of the project methodology. It includes the detailed 

procedure used to estimate fibre diameter and presents the equivalent fluid models used in the 
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model derivation that are omitted from Chapter 2 for brevity. The main stages of the project 

are outlined in Figure 1.9. 

The first step involved a review of existing information on the methods and raw materials used 

to manufacture Shoddy absorbers. The main elements of this review are included in Sections 

1.4 and 1.5. In step 2, research was carried out on existing equivalent fluid models used to 

predict the behaviour of fibrous materials. Several popular models were selected and each 

model's parameters identified. A summary of the models and their associated parameters 

appears in Table 1.4. 

In order to simplify each model, characterization testing was carried out for each of the 

parameters identified in the selected equivalent fluid models. These parameters and their 

associated test methods are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.5. The parameters are: 

aV 
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Figure 1.9: Major project steps 
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Table 1.4: Selected acoustical models used in the derivation of the proposed model 
(Descriptions of all symbols may be found in Appendix A) 
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• Porosity measured using a heavy gas (argon) porosity meter (Figure 1.10a) 

• Airflow resistivity measured using an airflow resistivity meter (Figure 1.10b) 

• Tortuosity measured using an ultrasound tortuosity meter (Figure 1.10c) 

• Viscous characteristic length, thermal characteristic length and static thermal 

permeability measured using indirect acoustical techniques on a modified impedance 

tube (Figure 1.1 Od) 

Following characterization testing, empirical relations were derived using the data on the 

material's macroscopic properties and linking it to the measured bulk density of the tested 

samples. Research into theoretical links between model parameters and bulk density yields 

expressions for airflow resistivity and the characteristic lengths. These expressions are derived 

from theoretical expressions of fluid flow around a cylinder, however, the predictions are not 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1.10: Experimental apparatuses - porosity meter (a), airflow resistivity meter (b), 
tortuosity meter (c), impedance tube (d) 
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fully supported by the experimental data and empirical relations are preferred. Derivations of 

the empirical relationships linking bulk density to the parameters of interest are covered in 

Section 2.4. 

In step 5, the empirical relations are substituted into the selected equivalent fluid models 

yielding simplified models with bulk density as the only parameter. The models are then 

evaluated using experimental normal incidence sound absorption results. The most accurate 

model is selected using an average least squares difference algorithm applied across all 

materials and frequencies. The result gives the average difference in terms of the sound 

absorption coefficient between the model estimate and the experimental result. The selected 

model is then validated by comparing to past tests on Shoddy fibre absorbers. 

1.9.1 Fibre diameter measurement 
The effect of fibre diameter on several macroscopic material properties has been noted by 

previous authors [5, 34], The following is a description of the procedure used to estimate the 

average fibre diameter of the Shoddy samples. Fibre diameter was measured using high 

resolution images of the fibre microstructure from a Hitachi S-3000N scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). Two samples were taken at random from each of the three materials and 

metallized with a fine metal dust prior to imaging with the SEM to increase the materials 

conductivity and prevent overexposure. In order to fit into the SEM sample holder, samples 

were cut as shown in Figure 1.11 with scans taken of the newly exposed surface. In most 

airlay systems heavier fibres or flags have a tendency to migrate to the bottom of the web due 

to gravitational effects while suspended in the airstream. By imaging the middle of the sample 

15.5mm 

© 
Surface Analyzed 

by SEM 

Cutting planes 

Figure 1.11: Sample preparation for SEM analysis 
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thickness the aim is to get a nominal sampling of the fibres distributed through the thickness of 

the sample. 

Fibres in each image were measured to determine cumulative estimates of the distribution of 

fibre diameter in each material. To reduce sampling bias across the three material types, the 

magnification and number of captures analyzed is similar across the three materials. Samples 

of each material type were imaged at 10 magnifications spread between 60x and 400x. Higher 

magnification images result in fewer fibres being measured but with a higher degree of 

accuracy. The lower magnification images, or those showing large numbers of fibres, are more 

indicative of the relative abundance of fibres but are more difficult to measure accurately. The 

range of magnifications was meant to balance these two effects. Only fibres that were in focus 

were measured to minimize any direct measurement error. 

Samples were also imaged at various magnifications using the optical microscope; however, 

these images were not included in the analysis. Images from both microscopes support fibre 

length data given in the supplier data sheets. Length to diameter ratios are greater than 2000:1, 

even for the largest diameter fibres. One may conclude that the fibre is long enough relative to 

the diameter to be considered infinite, an important consideration when formulating theoretical 

estimates of model parameters. 

1.10 Innovation 
To the author's knowledge no model has been specifically developed to describe the acoustic 

behaviour of sound absorbers composed primarily of Shoddy fibres. This work describes an 

equivalent fluid model based on an empirical approach that predicts the acoustic behaviour of 

Shoddy-based absorbers. The model is in terms of the bulk density only and easily 

implemented by acoustical designers or engineers without the need for expensive equipment 

or testing. In deriving the model, specific empirical relations are published for parameters 

present in several popular phenomenological acoustic models. These parameters include: 

porosity, airflow resistivity, tortuosity, viscous and thermal characteristic lengths and static 

thermal permeability. Individual relations allow the user to replace a single parameter with 

measured or theoretical expressions in the model as needed. In addition, the published 
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experimental results allow for direct comparison of Shoddies to other porous materials in 

terms of the intrinsic parameters rather than acoustical parameters. The model derivation also 

includes a discussion on the effect of fibre diameter and how it may be integrated into the 

model. 

1.11 Document plan 
In this introductory chapter the overall objective of the research project is presented. A 

background on Shoddy fibres and their method of manufacture is given. The state of the art as 

it relates to the research project is summarized with a focus on equivalent fluid modeling and 

the objectives of the project are stated explicitly. The methodology for achieving intermediate 

and overall projects goals is outlined and includes the project steps, testing requirements and a 

description of the sample set. The method used to estimate the distribution of fibre diameter in 

the tested materials is summarized and is followed by a statement of the innovation within the 

project. 

In chapter 2 a simple equivalent fluid model is presented to describe the acoustic behaviour of 

Shoddy-fibre absorbers. The chapter includes a summary of model parameters and how they 

are measured, the derivation of empirical links between the parameters and the material's bulk 

density and a validation of the proposed model. 

The final chapter is dedicated to a general conclusion that briefly summarizes the main points 

of the research project and discusses the possibilities for future work. 
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Lafarge, ce modele demeure un modele empirique. Les relations sont derivees des 
resultats des tests de caracterisation, et font le lien entre la densite apparente des 
parametres de plusieurs modeles populaires de fluide equivalentes. En substituant ces 
relations dans chaque modele, on obtient des expressions simplifies, ayant comme 
seul parametre la masse volumique. Les modeles simplifies sont ensuite evalues 
d'apres des resultats experimentaux, et le modele le plus precis, le modele de Johnson-
Lafarge, est selectionne. L'effet du diametre des fibres est etudie pour plusieurs 
parametres et comprend une analyse de la distribution de la taille des fibres dans le 
materiau. La prediction du coefficient d'absorption acoustique obtenu par le modele 
demontre une bonne correlation avec des essais experimentaux anterieurs faits sur les 
fibres Shoddy. 

27 
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Summary : 

This chapter presents the development of an equivalent fluid model to describe the 
acoustic behaviour of a layer of Shoddy fibre absorber. The model is derived from the 
semi-phenomenological models of Johnson and Lafarge but is ultimately an empirically-
based model. Relations derived from the results of characterization testing are used to link 
the bulk density to the parameters present in several popular equivalent fluid models. 
Substituting these relations into each model yields simplified expressions with bulk 
density as the only parameter. The simplified models are then evaluated based on 
experimental results and the most accurate model, in this case the model of Johnson-
Lafarge, is selected. The effect of fibre diameter is investigated for several parameters and 
includes an analysis of the distribution of fibre sizes within the material. The model's 
prediction of the sound absorption coefficient shows an accurate correlation with past 
experimental tests on shoddy-fibre absorbers. 
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Acoustical model for shoddy-based fibre sound absorbers 
J. Manning and R. Panneton 

GAUS, Department of mechanical engineering 

Universite de Sherbrooke {Qc), Canada, J IK 2R1 

Abstract 
A simple equivalent fluid model is proposed to describe the acoustic behaviour of post-

consumer and post-industrial recycled fibers otherwise known as Shoddies. The model 

requires knowledge of the bulk density only, a parameter that is easily measured. 

Characterization testing was completed on nine Shoddy fibre constructions processed by one 

of three different methods: thermal bonding, resin bonding, and mechanical bonding. The 

parameters measured directly were: bulk density, open porosity, tortuosity, static airflow 

resistivity, and normal incidence sound absorption. The materials' viscous and thermal 

characteristic lengths and static thermal permeability are determined using indirect acoustical 

techniques. Empirical relationships linking the material parameters to the bulk density are then 

substituted into several popular equivalent fluid models. The most accurate "simplified" model 

is selected by comparing each model's ability to accurately predict the materials' acoustic 

behaviour using normal incidence sound absorption to assess performance. Characterization 

provides reference values for the measured parameters allowing comparison of these 

properties in Shoddies to other porous materials. Individual bulk density relations allow for the 

substitution of measured or theoretical material properties into the model as required. The 

effect of fibre diameter on several material parameters is also considered. The present work is 

of interest to sound engineers in predicting the acoustic performance of Shoddy-based 

absorbers. 
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2.2 Introduction 
Post-industrial and post-consumer recycled fibres, also known as "cotton Shoddy" or simply 

"Shoddy", have been used in the manufacture of fibrous noise absorbers for many years. The 

adoption of sustainable development principles by government and industry [35, 11] is 

increasing the importance of using recycled and recyclable materials in many applications, 

including noise control. To facilitate an efficient design it is critical to understand and be able 

to predict how Shoddies behave acoustically and at present, there is an absence of publically 

available literature on the subject. 

A number of research works have already addressed the sound absorption modeling of fiber 

assemblies [38] or non-woven fiber webs [32]. However, when used to predict Shoddies, 

existing acoustic models for fibrous materials may lack accuracy or require knowledge of 

material properties that are difficult to measure. Delany and Bazley [10] derived a simple 

empirical model to determine the characteristic impedance and complex wavenumber as a 

function of frequency and airflow resistivity for fibrous materials. The model was developed 

primarily for fibreglass and rock wool and the authors suggest a resistivity versus bulk density 

relation for samples of a "cotton wool" but caution that the relation is only to provide an 

indication of order of magnitude. Voronina [36] developed a two parameter empirical model 

(open porosity, mode fibre diameter) to predict the acoustic behaviour of fibreglass and other 

mineral wools. However, Shoddies are composed of several different materials and can 

possess a mean fibre diameter that varies significantly from the mode. Miki [21] refined the 

Delany-Bazley formulations to fulfill the condition that the surface impedance must remain 

positive and real, a condition that is sometimes not met by the Delany-Bazley formulations at 

low frequencies. Miki [22] further developed expressions to include the porosity, tortuosity 

and a structural factor in addition to the airflow resistivity. More complex models to predict 

the acoustic behaviour of porous materials include those by Attenborough [4], Wilson [37], 

Johnson et al. [18], Champoux and Allard [8] and Lafarge et al. [20], In general, the more 

widely applicable the model, the more complex it is, requiring several input parameters that 

may be difficult to measure without specialized equipment. 
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The purpose of this paper is to establish a simple acoustic model that accurately describes the 

behaviour of a fibre absorber composed primarily of Shoddy fibres based on the equivalent 

fluid approach [1, 26]. The proposed model is a design model, meant to help designers and 

engineers estimate material behaviour. The novelty of the proposed semi-empirical model is in 

linking the bulk density and the type of Shoddy to the material's macroscopic properties. 

These links are used to populate different acoustic models for porous materials and the most 

promising model is selected. To derive the proposed model, several popular equivalent fluid 

models were selected and the required input parameters for each model identified. 

Characterization testing was then carried out on a set of samples to measure the material 

properties required to populate the selected models. Empirical expressions were derived 

relating the measured parameters and the bulk density. These expressions were then 

substituted into the existing models and the most accurate model selected. Finally, the model 

is validated using historical test data on Shoddies. The proposed model is dependent on the 

bulk density only. Relations linking fibre diameter to relevant parameters are suggested in 

order to make the model more generally applicable to Shoddies that may differ in fibre 

composition than those measured in this study. In general, bulk density is easily measured 

without specialized techniques making application of the model elementary. 

The remaining sections of the document are broken down as follows: Section 2.3 presents the 

methods and materials used in this work. Section 2.4 summarizes results from characterization 

testing. Section 2.5 presents the proposed model for Shoddies and section 2.6 is dedicated to 

model validation. 

2.3 Methods and materials 
2.3.1 Shoddy fibres - background 
Raw Shoddy is a mixture of post-consumer and post-industrial recycled fibres. It is a non-

woven textile and can be characterized by its variability when compared to other natural or 

synthetic fibres. Shoddies contain several different fibre types, present in different ratios with 

varying lengths and diameters. Virgin homogeneous materials such as glass wool or PET have 

relatively little variation in terms of the diameter or density of the individual fibres and 

therefore applying global indicators to these materials is less problematic. In addition, due to 
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recycling and processing, web homogeneity tends to fluctuate much more in Shoddies than in 

foams or virgin fibre materials. The following is a summary of three current manufacturing 

methods used to produce the Shoddy-based sound absorber samples involved in this study 

with emphasis on the factors that determine material bulk density. Production occurs in three 

main steps: fibre blending, web forming and web strengthening. 

2.3.2 Blending and web forming 
Shoddy-based absorbers are manufactured from a blend of raw Shoddy fibres often mixed in 

specific ratios with other types of virgin fibres. The recipe for the blend is in terms of weight 

percentage of the component fibres and is determined by the method of manufacture and the 

desired properties of the final material. For the materials being studied the predominant 

component (>75% by weight) in each blend are raw Shoddy fibres. Ideal blending is 

characterized by a macroscopically homogeneous material with relatively uniform fibre 

distribution, thickness and density throughout. Poor blending results in "clumping", 

concentrations of fibres that have not been separated nor blended properly. Clumped fibres 

cause variability in the bulk density across the web (Figure 2.1), giving the web localized 

properties and negatively affecting acoustic performance. It is this feature along with the 

variety of fibres present that are two distinguishing characteristics of Shoddy-based absorbers. 

/ fibre 
ration 
( l i gh t )  

Figure 2.1: Shoddy fibre absorber under backlighting to show variation in fibre distribution throughout 
the web 
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In terms of individual fibre types, the major components of the blend are cotton and 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Smaller, but still significant amounts of acrylic, wool, 

polypropylene (PP) and nylon fibres are present and trace amounts of linen, silk and even 

rubber may occur. A summary of a past laboratory test on the contents of a small sample of 

blended Shoddy fibre is shown in Table 2.1. An infrared mass spectrometer was used to 

identify the fibre types. Fibre webs for the materials in this study were formed on either a 

carding/garnetting system or an airlay system depending on the type of Shoddy. 

Fibre processing on both carding/garnetting and airlay systems result in a fibre web that has a 

weak anisotropy in the plane of the web but the arrangement of fibres retain a significant 

degree of randomness. Figure 2.2 shows the microstructure of mechanically bonded Shoddy 

under high magnification. One can note the complex path the fibres trace in three dimensions. 

It is also noted that mechanically bonded fibres are subjected to needling in the thickness 

dimension that further disrupts fibre arrangement in the plane of the web. 

Table 2.1: Laboratory testing Shoddy fibre content (average fibre diameter is given in bold with the min. 
and max. measured values in parenthesis) 

Fibre Diameter [fim] Abundance Density"'b 

[ kg/m'1] 

Polyethylene terephthalate 
(polyester, PET) 17(15-75) 32% -1380 

Cotton 17(12-30) 28% -1540 

Acrylic (> 85% acrylonitrile) 20(11 -24) 18% -1110 

Polypropylene (PP) 30(19-50) 6% 886 - 926 

Nylon 54 (52 - 64) 5% 1100-1380 

Wool 20(17-35) 8% -1310 

Other - 3% -

"Matweb - material property data. Retrieved May 12, 2011, from http://www.matweb.com 
bWolframAlpha. Retrieved May 12, 2011, from http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=cotton+fiber 
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Figure 2.2: SEM capture of Shoddy microstructure showing random fibre arrangement in three 
dimensions (note fibres change from lighter to darker and pass out of focus as they trace a path 

into the plane of the page) 

2.3.3 Bonding methods 
The samples of Shoddy absorber being studied have been strengthened by one of three 

methods: thermal bonding, resin bonding and mechanical bonding. Thermal bonding is 

achieved by the introduction of polyethylene terephthalate (PET, polyester) sheath-core 

bicomponent fibres into the blend. Resin bonding is achieved by distributing a phenolic resin 

powder throughout the manufactured web. Both methods require a thermal treatment and 

subsequent cooling to facilitate bonding. Mechanical bonding is achieved through a needling 

process whereby the fibre web is strengthened by the wrapping action of numerous barbed 

needles repeatedly penetrating the web. The different microstructures of each material are 

shown in Figure 2.3. 

2.3.4 Sample set 
The sample set consisted of three materials: mechanically bonded samples manufactured using 

a garnetting system, thermally bonded samples manufactured on an airlay system and resin 

bonded samples also manufactured on an airlay system. Three constructions of each material 

were available for testing and within each construction, nine, 44.4 mm diameter samples and 
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mechanically bonded thermally bonded resin bonded 

x 40 x 700 magnification x 100 

Figure 2.3: Images of fibre microstructure for the three types of Shoddies in the study 

six, 99 mm diameter samples were used in the various characterization tests. Airflow 

resistivity and impedance tube testing was performed on the 44.4 mm samples. Porosity and 

tortuosity testing was performed on the 99 mm diameter samples. Average bulk densities and 

thicknesses for each construction appear in Table 2.2. and are based on measurements of the 

44.4 mm samples only. The 44.4 mm sample properties are used in the derivation of the 

proposed model since it is these samples are used in the majority of testing including the 

acoustic tests that are used to determine several model parameters. Sample thickness was 

measured while the sample was mounted in the impedance tube. 

2.3.5 Material macroscopic properties 
A layer of Shoddy fibre absorber is considered as a porous material composed of two phases: a 

solid phase forming a network or skeleton of fibres and a fluid phase filling the spaces in 

between. In the context of this research project the saturating fluid is air. According to Biot 

theory [6], a porous material under acoustic excitation supports three propagating waves: one 

elastic compression wave, one elastic shear wave and an acoustic compression wave. At the 

microscopic scale of the pore size, the fluid is considered incompressible. To reduce the 

difficulties in modelling, an equivalent fluid approach is often used that considers the 

following simplification: if the frame is constrained or rigid and heavy, it does not undergo 

any displacement and only the acoustic compression wave propagates in the material. 

Similarly, if the frame is very limp, it does not resist external excitation and again only the 

acoustic compression wave propagates. For these two cases, rigid and limp, the material can 
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Table 2.2: Mean density, thickness, and tortuosity data for Shoddy constructions used in the study 
(standard deviation in parenthesis) 

Material Bulk density Thickness Tortuosity 
fkg/m3] [mm] 

Mech. bonded construction #1 93 (4.39) 10.6 (0.38) 1.11 (0.03) 

Mech. bonded construction #2 93 (6.45) 11.6 (0.59) 1.07 (0.02) 

Mech. bonded construction #3 119 (5.93) 14.6 (0.41) 1.07 (0.07) 

Thermally bonded construction #1 83 (6.97) 9.9 (0.11) 1.02 (0.03) 

Thermally bonded construction #2 66 (10.00) 12.7 (0.54) 1.02 (0.03) 

Thermally bonded construction #3 68 (10.07) 18.2 (1.01) 1.04 (0.02) 

Resin bonded construction #1 54 (10.07) 13.5 (0.35) 1.05 (0.02) 

Resin bonded construction #2 80 (6.19) 18.6 (0.57) 1.06 (0.02) 

Resin bonded construction #3 69 (2.56) 22.6 (0.52) 1.07 (0.09) 

be considered as an equivalent fluid, characterized by an equivalent dynamic density and 

dynamic bulk modulus [26]. As a sound wave passes through the material it is attenuated by 

viscous and thermal dissipation mechanisms. Viscous losses are accounted for through the 

dynamic density and thermal losses are accounted for through the dynamic bulk modulus [1], 

Both dynamic parameters are complex and frequency dependent. Past equivalent fluid 

modelling has involved linking the geometrical parameters of the porous network to the 

dynamic properties. These models are termed "phenomenological" since exact prediction of 

the dynamic density and dynamic bulk modulus are virtually impossible for complicated pore 

geometries. 

Within this project, several existing equivalent fluid models have been selected for 

comparison. In addition to the material thickness and atmospheric conditions, the selected 

models require one or more of the following material macroscopic properties as inputs: bulk 

density, open porosity, static airflow resistivity, tortuosity, viscous and thermal characteristic 

lengths and static thermal permeability. 
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Bulk density [p] 

The bulk density of a porous material is obtained from: 

p =  M / V  (2.1) 

where M is the mass of the porous aggregate ideally measured in vacuum [31], and V is its 

total bulk volume. Bulk density averages for all materials are presented in Table 2.2. This 

property will be the key parameter in the proposed model for Shoddies. 

Porosity [<p] 

Open porosity is a fundamental parameter in the acoustical modelling of porous media. It is 

defined as the fraction of the interconnected pore fluid volume to the total bulk volume of the 

porous aggregate. It can also be expressed as: 

where Vs and ps are the volume and density of the solid phase. Open porosity was measured 

for each materials using the 99-mm samples and the method of pressure-mass [31]. This 

method is considered a direct method as open porosity is deduced from experimental 

determination of the volume of the solid phase. 

Static airflow resistivity [o] 

The static airflow resistivity governs the low-frequency visco-inertial effects in open-cell 

porous media, where the viscous skin depth is of the order of magnitude of the characteristic 

size of the cells (i.e., viscous characteristic length). It is defined as the limit, when flow tends 

to zero, of the quotient of the air pressure difference across a specimen divided by its thickness 

and the velocity of airflow through it. Resistivity was directly measured on 44.4 mm diameter 

samples for all materials using the method described by Stinson and Daigle [33] and following 

the ISO 9053 standard [16]. 

Tortuosity [a*,] 

Tortuosity a , as defined by Johnson et al. [18] is the parameter accounting for the apparent 

increase in the fluid density when the fluid saturates a porous structure. Tortuosity was tested 

using the ultrasound technique of Allard et al. [3]. The tortuosity has a minimum value of 1 

4i=l-VJV or 4>=l-p/p, (2.2) 
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and can reach values as high as 4 for partially reticulated foams. For fibrous materials of 

porosity close to 1, it is noted that a tortuosity of 1 is regularly assumed. Results from the 

ultrasound method indicated an average tortuosity close to 1 for each of the materials (see 

Table 2.2). Thus, a tortuosity of 1 was fixed for all materials under study. 

Viscous characteristic length [A] 

The viscous characteristic length was defined by Johnson et al. [18] to describe the viscous 

dissipation effects at medium and high frequencies. At the scale of the pore, it is of the order 

of magnitude of the average radius of the smaller cells and necks where viscous losses 

dominate thermal losses. Theoretical expressions for the characteristic lengths can be derived 

from simplified Navier-Stokes equations where highly porous fibrous materials like Shoddies 

are often modeled as microscopic cylinders arranged perpendicular to flow of a frictionless, 

incompressible fluid. In reality the microscopic fibre arrangement in shoddies is more chaotic 

and attempting to derive theoretical fluid equations for randomly arranged fibres in three 

dimensions is exceedingly difficult. However, by using the above simplification the viscous 

characteristic length can be calculated from: [1] 

where L is the total length of fibre per unit volume of the porous material, and r is the average 

radius of the fibres. However, L and r may be difficult to measure on Shoddies and the 

assumptions used to derive Eq. (2.3) are more applicable to fibreglass materials than to 

Shoddies. This is discussed further in section 2.4.3. For these reasons the viscous 

characteristic length on all materials was obtained from the indirect acoustical method of 

Panneton and Olny [27]. This method uses the dynamic density measured with a modified 

acoustical impedance tube [12]. 

Thermal characteristic length [A ] 

For open cell porous media, the thermal characteristic length was introduced by Champoux 

and Allard [8] to describe the thermal dissipation effects at medium and high frequencies. It is 

of the order of magnitude of the average radius of the larger cells where thermal effects 

dominate viscous effects. If the fibres in the Shoddy absorber are represented as idealized 
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cylinders perpendicular to flow of a frictionless, incompressible fluid, the thermal 

characteristic length is calculated from: [1] 

For the same reasons as those concerning the viscous characteristic length, the thermal 

characteristic length on all materials was obtained from an indirect acoustical method [28]. 

This indirect method uses the dynamic bulk modulus measured with a modified acoustical 

impedance tube [12]. 

Static thermal permeability [k'0] 

The static thermal permeability governs the thermal dissipation effects at low frequencies 

where the thermal skin depth is of the order of magnitude of the characteristic size of the cells 

(i.e., thermal characteristic length). The static thermal permeability was determined using the 

same indirect method used to determine the thermal characteristic length. 

2.4 Empirical relationships 
The relations linking the material parameters to the bulk density have been deduced by fitting 

curves to the measured data. The square of the correlation coefficient, R2 - known as the 

coefficient of determination, accompanies each curve. It is an indication in terms of a 

percentage, of the amount of variation in the measured parameter that can be explained by the 

bulk density with the remainder due to other variables or inherent variability. 

2.4.1 Open porosity 

Figure 2.4 shows the linear relationship between open porosity and bulk density for the range 

of Shoddy absorbers tested and yields the following empirical relation: 

(2.4) 

1 — <t> = 0.000834p (2.5) 
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Figure 2.4: Porosity versus bulk density relation for measured Shoddy-based fibre samples. 

The porosity-bulk density expression has been derived using data from porosity tests on all 

three material types. Eq. (2.5) is a general expression for the three Shoddies in the study. This 

is preferred over individual expressions for each material as there is no significant difference 

in the porosity versus bulk density behaviour at high porosities. This is better illustrated on the 

chart inset at the top right of Figure 2.. By definition, porosity must pass through 1 on the y-

axis and all materials are similar enough in composition and display a high porosity, around 

0.9 and above. At lower porosities, some deviation between the materials would be expected 

especially with the resin bonded samples. Resin bonded samples include a bonding agent with 

a slightly higher density than the fibres themselves. Mechanically bonded and thermally 

bonded samples have no added bonding agents beyond the constitutent fibres. At high 

porosities the difference resulting from the addition of the bonding agent is indiscernible in the 

porosity to bulk density relationship. The Shoddy samples under study as well as several other 

homogeneous and blended fibre samples adhere well to Eq. (2.5). 

As an alternative, the open porosity may also be calculated from knowledge of the raw 

materials only. Fibre blends are typically mixed based on the weight percentages of 

constituent fibres. If the weight percentage w, and density p, of each fibre is known, the 
equivalent solid phase density is given by: 

= -0.000834p + 1 1 

R2 = 0.949 

0 
o 1000 
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/ 

Pv = I 
v P, 

V' 

(2.6) 

and open porosity can then be calculated from Eq. (2.2). 

Finally, open porosity may also be calculated from a detailed laboratory analysis of the 

material with respect to fibre type, diameter and relative abundance. The results of one such 

past analysis on a small sample of blended Shoddy are given in Table 2.1. The type of Shoddy 

that was analyzed is unknown but for current purposes this is irrelevant since the empirical 

expression of Eq. (2.5) is a general expression applied to the three Shoddy types regardless of 

the method of manufacture. In the analysis, fibre type was determined by mass spectrometry. 

The amount of each fibre type was counted to determine relative abundance (fraction of total 

fibres) and fibre diameter was determined by microscope analysis. The solid phase density is 

calculated by: 

Y «  F i d - P i  ( 2 ? )  

where n is the number of fibre types present in the blend, F, is the relative abundance of fibre 

type i, dt is the diameter of fibre type /, and pi is the solid density of fibre type /. Eq. (2.7) 

assumes all fibres are of similar length which is generally true for raw Shoddies but may not 

be true for blends. However, if fibre length for each constituent fibre in the blend is known 

one may modify the fractional term of Eq. (2.7) since this term is merely the volume ratio of a 

single fibre type to all fibres in the sample. This latter approach is onerous owing to the testing 

required. However, the result serves two important purposes: it provides a rudimentary method 

to estimate open porosity for fibrous materials that may differ from those in this study and it 

can be used to give credence to the empirical relation derived from the pressure-mass porosity 

tests. 

The result from Eq. (2.7) was compared to the solid phase density that is predicted by 

extending the line representing the empirical expression derived from the regression analysis 

in Figure 2. to intercept the x-axis. Physically, this is equivalent to reducing the materials 
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porosity to zero, or a solid block of polymer/cellulose composed of a mixture of fibres present 

in the same volume ratios as in the original porous material. Eq. (2.5) gives an equivalent solid 

density of 1 199 kg/m3 while Eq. (2.7) used with the information from Table 2.1 gives a 

density of 1 254 kg/m3. This represents a difference of 4.3% and supports the accuracy of the 

regression expression in predicting the porosity of Shoddies. 

2.4.2 Static airflow resistivity 
A weight-of-evidence approach was taken to determine the relationship between resistivity 

and bulk density to counter the large variability in the test results for the three Shoddies. The 

results include available test results for a number of Shoddy materials above and beyond those 

in the sample set for this study, yielding far more data points. All samples considered were 

manufactured using similar materials and methods to those in the sample set. The results of 

resistivity testing appear in Figure 2.5 and yield the following power law relations linking air 

flow resistivity to bulk density: 

where aMB, aJB, aRB are the airflow resistivities for the mechanically bonded, thermally 

bonded and resin bonded absorbers respectively. Some insight into the high variability of the 

resistivity measurements and the choice to include more data can be gained by observing the 

individual Shoddy samples. It is frequently reported [10, 34] that the main factors affecting air 

flow resistivity in fibrous materials are the bulk density and fibre diameter. For Shoddies one 

must also consider larger scale structures that are present due to the origin of Shoddies from 

recycled textiles. Figure 2.6 shows three 44.4 mm diameter samples under backlighting and 

highlights the effect of "clumping" in Shoddies on flow resistance measurements. The size of 

the clumps (or voids) can approach the scale of the test sample used to measure air flow 

resistivity causing significant variation in the resistivity measurements that are not reflected in 

the sample's bulk density. Not surprisingly, clumping is likely to have a negative effect on 

acoustic measurements since most impedance tube setups are of similar sample size. The 

Gmb - 37.484p' 4855 

arB =30.515p'5157 

11 1 ^ fl/"* I-8036 GRB = 11.139p 

(2.8b) 

(2.8a) 

(2.8c) 
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Figure 2.5: Resistivity versus bulk density of mechanically bonded, thermally bonded and resin bonded 
Shoddy fibre samples 
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Figure 2.6: Samples of thermally bonded fibre under backlighting to show local variation in bulk density 
and effect on resistivity measurements 

effect can be mitigated by testing a large sample area to determine a nominal flow resistivity 

for the material. Unfortunately, most equipment for measuring flow resistivity is not equipped 

to measure large samples and the acoustic testing done on large samples in reverberant rooms 

is typically far more expensive and laborious. 
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Bies and Hansen [5] have shown the dependence of flow resistivity on fibre diameter based on 

testing of glass wools. Experimental results for resistivity were also compared to the 

formulations developed by Tarnow [34] which include fibre diameter as a material parameter. 

To estimate average fibre diameter, an analysis was carried out using high magnification 

images of the Shoddy fibre microstructure captured using a scanning electron microscope. 

Samples of each Shoddy type were imaged at 10 magnifications spread between 60x and 

400x. Fibres were measured manually from the SEM images with a total of 445 fibres 

measured for the thermally bonded materials, 590 fibres measured for the mechanically 

bonded materials and 490 fibres measured for the resin bonded materials. Measurement of 

individual fibres yields an estimate of the statistical distribution of the fibre diameter for the 3 

Shoddies. Two samples per material were imaged and although not comprehensive the 

analysis provides an adequate snapshot of the fibre size distribution within each material 

(Figure 2.7). Average fibre diameter values are shown in Table 2.3. 

Tarnow derived theoretical expressions for the airflow resistivity of randomly spaced and 

regularly spaced arrangements of cylinders arranged parallel and perpendicular to a flow. The 
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Figure 2.7: Results of fibre diameter distribution analysis on three types of Shoddy fibre absorbers 
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Table 2.3: Power law airflow resistivity coefficients and average fibre diameter for tested Shoddies 

Material c, c. avg. fibre diameter 

Mechanically bonded Shoddy 1.485 2.03x10"8 23.3 nm 

Thermally bonded Shoddy 1.516 1.94xl0"8 25.2 jim 

Resin bonded Shoddy 1.804 3.61xl0"9 18.0 jam 

PET fibres (Garai & 1.404 2.83x10"8 ~ 

Pompoli) 

Fibreglass (Bies & Hansen) 1.53 3.18x 10"9 

distances between cylinders/fibres are assumed to be large, with the expressions valid for 

materials with a porosity greater than 0.9. The resistivity expression for a random lattice 

exposed to longitudinal flow showed some agreement to the measured results. However, this 

is likely attributed to web inhomogeneity and the random orientation of fibres in the measured 

samples since Shoddies are known to have only a weak anisotropy in the plane of the web 

(i.e., there is a weak tendency for the fibres to be arranged perpendicular to the flow due to 

manufacturing methods). 

In another approach based on experiments, Bies and Hansen [5] derived a power law 

expression using bulk density and fibre diameter as input parameters to predict the resistivity 

of glass wool. Garai and Pompoli [13] adapted the Bies-Hansen formulation to describe 

materials made from PET fibres. By curve fitting to experimental resistivity results, new 

coefficients can be derived for the power law relations specific to the material tested: 

c2pCl n m 
a = ~dT ( } 

In the above expression, Ci and C2 are material dependent coefficients, and d is the average 

fibre diameter. The advantage in this approach lies in the fact that the resistivity-bulk density 

relation can be adjusted for Shoddies that differ in average fibre diameter from those studied 

within this project. For this reason and the simplicity of the power law expression over the 

logarithmic expressions of Tarnow, this approach is taken to describe the resistivity-bulk 
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density behaviour of the tested Shoddies. The resistivity coefficients for the measured 

Shoddies appear in Table 2.3. 

To estimate airflow resistivity, the diameter dependent expressions given by Eq. (2.9) are 

preferred. However, measurement of the average fibre diameter of Shoddy can be notoriously 

difficult. If fibre diameter estimates are not available, Eq. (2.8a-c) may be applied but users 

must note that this assumes the material in question has a similar fibre size distribution to the 

materials studied in this work. The dependence on fibre diameter is extended for the viscous 

and thermal characteristic lengths in the next section. 

2.4.3 Viscous and thermal characteristic lengths 
The indirect acoustical methods [27, 28] were applied to impedance tube measurements to 

estimate the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths, A and A'. The relations between 

characteristic lengths and bulk density for the tested Shoddy samples appear in Figure 2. and 

Figure 2., respectively. The calculation of characteristic length is based on impedance tube 

measurements [12] of samples known to be highly variable. 14 of the 81 total samples yielded 

unrealistic values (i.e. zero or several times the calculated mean) for either A or yl'and are not 

included in the analysis. 

Inverse relationships linking the characteristic lengths to the bulk density have been selected 

for two reasons. First, the behaviour of the data suggests an inverse relation. Second, and more 

importantly, the theoretical expressions for the characteristic lengths of fibrous materials [see 

Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4)] suggest an inverse relationship between the bulk density and the 

characteristic lengths for highly porous fibre materials. To show this, one recognizes that nLr2 

is Vs/Vand Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.4) combine to yield: 

A = ^ (2-10) 
2p 
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Experimental results differ from those predicted by Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.11). The 

experimental viscous characteristic length is half the value, on average, of that predicted by 

Eq. (2.10) for all materials. The experimental thermal characteristic lengths generally vary 

between 1/2 and 1/3 of the value predicted by Eq. (2.11). The differences between the 

experimental and theoretical values may be explained by several factors. The acoustic testing 

method to determine the characteristic lengths is still being refined and is being performed on 

samples that are highly variable. In addition, the fibre sizes used to resolve Eq. (2.10) and Eq. 

(2.11) are estimates based on a few general samples and are not sample specific. Finally, one 

must consider the theoretical assumptions used to derive Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4): 

• the fibres are arranged perpendicular to flow; 

• the distances between fibres are large and fluid effects of one fibre have negligible 

effect on neighbouring fibres. 

Shoddies display a weak anisotropy in the plane of the web (Figure 2.2) and the first 

assumption is a simplification that may account for the differences between the theoretical and 

experimentally derived characteristic lengths. The second assumption is more applicable to 

fibreglass since glass is denser than the polymers and cellulose that make up Shoddy fibres. 

Fibreglass will possess a higher porosity for a given bulk density. In a typical fibreglass or 

rock wool the distance between fibres is often greater than 10 times the fibre radius, and 

interaction between different fibres can be neglected. In Shoddies this ratio can drop as low as 

4 for the bulk densities considered in this study. The increase in interacting fluid effects due to 

closer proximity of fibres may help to explain the deviation between the experimental and 

theoretical characteristic lengths. 

Considering the above limitations, the values of the predicted and theoretical characteristic 

lengths are not as far apart as may be expected. The theoretical 2:1 ratio of thermal to viscous 

characteristic length is reflected somewhat in the experimental results where the ratio is 

3.87:5.94. Ideally, individual characteristic length relations for each material are preferred and 

would lead to a more accurate model. However, the relatively small range in sample bulk 

densities for a single material, the similarity between the three Shoddies' acoustic properties 
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and the high variability in the individual sample bulk densities help to justify the choice of a 

single curve. In addition, the larger number of samples yields a stronger empirical relation. 

The constants representing the y-intercepts have been retained to preserve the accuracy of the 

fitted curves describing the characteristic lengths. This is counter to the form of Eq. (2.10) and 

Eq. (2.11), however, the samples are highly variable and experimental behaviour may deviate 

from the theoretical for reasons already stated above. In preserving the constant, the empirical 

formulas describe the most accurate relationship possible for the range of bulk densities tested. 

2.4.4 Static thermal permeability 

Results of impedance tube testing and the application of the indirect acoustical method yield 

static thermal permeability values for the measured materials as shown in Figure 2.10. A 

power law relation was chosen to represent the static thermal permeability to bulk density 

relation. Ideally, individual relations for each material type would be preferred but linking this 

property to frame microstructure is problematic. For simplicity, a general relation is chosen 

over material specific formulae. The variability in the material and its effect on impedance 

tube tests is again evident in the spread of the static thermal permeability data. 
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Figure 2.10: Static thermal permeability values for Shoddy materials determined from the indirect method 
applied to the results of impedance tube tests 
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2.5 Simplified equivalent fluid model 
Table 2.4 summarizes the empirical relationships linking the material's bulk density to the 

parameters described in the previous section. In order to derive the proposed model, several 

equivalent fluid models have been selected and populated using the sample bulk densities and 

the empirical relations. The models are now "simplified" since they possess bulk density as 

the only parameter. The tested models are: 

• Delany-Bazley model [10] based on 1 parameter [a]; 

• Delany-Bazley-Miki model [21] based on 1 parameter [o]; 

• General Miki model [22] based on 3 parameters [a, c|), ou]; 

• Johnson-Champoux-Allard model [ 18, 8] based on 5 parameters [cr, <|), a*, A, A']; 

• Johnson-Lafarge model [18, 20] based on 6 parameters [a, <|), a*,, A, A', k'Q]. 

The models describe the dynamic density (p) and bulk modulus ( K )  of the material, or 

Table 2.4: Summary of empirical expressions relating model parameters to material bulk density (p) 

Parameter Relation 

Porosity - <() 4> = l-0.000834p 

^,/!„=37.484p1'4855 

Resistivity - a [rayls/m] <W,w,,=30.515p''5157 

G ,sin^=ll-139p18036 

Tortuosity - a*, a ~ = l  

Viscous characteristic length - A [|jm] A = 3.869 (i) - 0.0071 10~3 

Thermal characteristic length - A1 [pm] A' = 5.943 (i) - 0.0041 10~3 

Static thermal permeability -k'0 [ 10"8 m2] k'0 = 17.27p~1068 
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reciprocally, its characteristic impedance (Zc = yj pK ) and wave number (k = ooyj p/K) from 

which the normal incidence sound absorption coefficient can be predicted for a given 

frequency co and thickness / by a = Zccoth (Jicl). 

The expressions in Table 2.4 are derived from statistical methods applied to results of testing 

on the samples from a given construction. When comparing the model predictions to the 

measured data, material averages are compared rather than individual sample results. The 

models are evaluated by comparing each model's predicted normal incidence sound 

absorption coefficient with the measured value over the range of frequency of interest 

(measurements follow standard ISO 10354-2 [17]). For brevity, a single construction from 

each material is shown as an example in Figure 2.11. In general prediction of the thermally 

bonded shoddies is good and consistent across the three constructions. For these samples, the 

Johnson-Lafarge and Delaney-Bazley models are the most accurate, the two miki models yield 

slightly lower absorption estimates and the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model overestimates 

absorption at the higher frequencies. The mechanically bonded shoddies are consistently 

underestimated by all models except the Johnson-Champoux-Allard model at high 

frequencies. Prediction of the resin bonded materials is good and the models' performance is 

consistent with that observed for the thermally bonded materials. The only exception is resin 

bonded construction #3, the most absorptive samples, where the absorption was 

underestimated by all models. 

To quantitatively evaluate each model, the model's prediction is compared to the measured 

normal incidence sound absorption coefficient using a least squares difference calculation 

across the measured frequency range. The results are then averaged across all constructions. 

The ranking of each model in terms of accuracy in predicting the experimental result is shown 

in Table 2.5. The most accurate model is the model of Johnson-Lafarge. 

This result is anticipated as the model of Johnson coupled with the model of Lafarge is the 

most complex phenomenological model in the comparison, requiring six input parameters. 

Although one must note that the characteristic lengths and static thermal permeability are 

derived in part from the acoustical tests upon which the models are being evaluated. Therefore 
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of normal incidence sound absorption coefficients generated by substituting new 
empirical relations into several existing equivalent fluid models: Delany-Bazley model (~ - ), Miki model 
(...)» modified Miki model (- * ), Johnson-Champoux-AHard model (—), Johnson-Lafarge model (- • -), 

experimental result (—). One construction from each material is shown: (a) - mechanically bonded 
construction #1, (b) - thermally bonded construction #2, (c) - resin bonded construction #1 
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Table 2.5: Least squares evaluation of selected equivalent fluid models in predicting experimental results 
of normal incidence sound absorption tests on Shoddy fibre absorbers 

Equivalent fluid Average difference from Rank 

model experiment [% absorption] 

Delany-Bazley 4.0 2 

Miki 4.9 4 

Modified Miki 6.4 5 

Johnson-Champoux-Allard 4.4 3 

Johnson-Lafarge 3.0 1 

models with these parameters will be somewhat predisposed to a more accurate result. It is 

encouraging that this model provides the best prediction considering the large spread in the 

data used to predict several parameters. The simplified model derived using the Johnson-

Champoux-Allard expressions provides a good prediction but consistently underestimate the 

absorption at low frequencies and overestimates absorption at higher frequencies. For some 

materials the simplified Delany-Bazley expressions provide good predictions over whole 

frequency range but provide a poor prediction for others. The two simplified Miki expressions 

consistently underestimate absorption for the measured Shoddies. 

2.6 Verification 
Additional comparisons are carried out on available historic data for Shoddy absorbers. This is 

done to ensure the proposed model can accurately predict the behaviour of Shoddy fibre 

materials outside of the sample set used to derive the model. The historic data is limited to 

sample thickness, bulk density and normal incidence sound absorption results and in limited 

cases, airflow resistivity data. The Delany-Bazley model is included in the comparison where 

airflow resistivity data permits. Three constructions for each material have been selected from 

the historic tests and compared to the absorption predicted by the proposed model. The results 

appear in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12: Validation of proposed model by comparing model prediction to external test results on 3 
different constructions (1, 2,3) for each type of Shoddy studied: (a) mechanically bonded Shoddy 

absorbers, (b) thermally bonded Shoddy absorbers, (c) resin bonded Shoddy absorbers. Experimental 
result (—), proposed model ( ) and Delany-Bazley model ( >. 
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During validation it is noted that the proposed model consistently underestimates absorption of 

the thermally bonded and mechanically bonded materials. The underestimation is slight and 

comparable with the Delany-Bazley approximation for these materials. Prediction of resin 

bonded materials is good. The deviation between the predicted and experimental values 

appears to be greater for less absorptive samples. These materials are typically thinner and/or 

of a lower bulk density, clumping or local variations in the samples thickness or bulk density 

have a more pronounced effect on measured acoustic properties. The accuracy in predicting 

the validation samples is encouraging since it is achieved without knowledge of the materials' 

composition or fibre size distribution. The validation results indicate that the model of 

Delaney-Bazley provides a prediction that is comparable to the proposed model, however, the 

proposed model provides two advantages. First, it requires only a measure of the bulk density 

where the Delaney-Bazley model requires a measure of airflow resistivity. Second, it can be 

used to predict sound transmission loss, an important consideration in automotive and aircraft 

noise control applications. 

2.7 Conclusion 
A simple empirical model has been presented to describe the acoustic behaviour of noise 

absorbers composed primarily of Shoddy fibres manufactured by three different methods: 

mechanical bonding, thermal bonding and resin bonding. The simplified model is based on an 

equivalent fluid approach and is derived from Johnson's expression for dynamic density that 

describes the viscous dissipation mechanisms and Lafarge's expression for bulk modulus to 

describe the thermal dissipation mechanisms. Characterization testing was carried out on a set 

of samples to measure porosity, resistivity, tortuosity, viscous and thermal characteristic 

lengths and static thermal permeability. Empirical relations have been established linking the 

measured parameters to the bulk density. These relations are substituted into the above 

expressions and a simplified model created with only a single input parameter, the bulk 

density. The model gives a good estimation of the materials normal incidence absorption 

considering the variability in the local bulk density of Shoddy fibre absorbers. The model is 

validated by comparing predicted normal incidence sound absorption results to past testing 

results on Shoddies. Published values of measured parameters enable the comparison of these 

parameters in Shoddies to other porous materials. The effect of fibre diameter on relevant 
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model parameters is also investigated. The model requires knowledge of the bulk density only 

and can be used to predict the sound transmission loss as well as acoustic absorption. It is 

anticipated that the model will be appropriate for predicting the acoustic behaviour of Shoddy-

based fibre absorbers and in initial design stages when the objective is to select a suitable size 

or type of absorbing material. 
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Le but de cette recherche est d'avoir une methode simple, precise et economique pour predire 

le comportement acoustique des absorbeurs sonores Shoddy. Le modele est base sur 

l'hypothese fluide equivalent et necessite seulement la connaissance de la masse volumique du 

materiau etudie. La mesure de ce parametre est simple et le modele peut etre mis en oeuvre 

sans difficulte. En raison de la variability de la structure des materiaux, le modele propose est 

considere comme un modele de conception adaptee a la prediction du comportement global du 

materiau, plutot qu'a la prediction exacte d'un seul echantillon d'analyse. 

Dans le chapitre 1, un resume de la composition et de la fabrication des fibres Shoddy met en 

evidence la nature variable de la matiere. Les trois methodes differentes de fabrication des 

Shoddies etudies au cours de ce projet, les matieres premieres et les effets des procedes de 

recyclage sont discutes en termes de leurs effets sur les proprietes des materiaux. Un resume 

de l'etat de l'art et de la methodologie du projet est presente, y compris les techniques utilisees 

pour estimer le diametre des fibres. 

Le chapitre 2 presente un calcul detaille du modele acoustique propose. Le modele est destine 

a permettre la prediction du comportement du materiau sans necessiter de techniques ou 

d'equipements couteux. Parmi les etapes de la derivation, les expressions empiriques reliant 

divers parametres intrinseques a la masse volumique ont ete publiees. L'effet du diametre des 

fibres sur plusieurs parametres importants, anterieurement identifies par des chercheurs, est 

pris en compte dans le calcul du modele. Une analyse basee sur l'observation d'images 

microscopiques d'echantillons de fibres Shoddy fournit des estimations sur la distribution du 

diametre moyen des trois types de fibres etudiees. Ces estimations sont integrees dans la 

prediction de plusieurs parametres des materiaux concernes. Une relation de puissance 

impliquant le diametre des fibres a ete selectionnee pour relier la resistivite de l'air et la masse 

volumique pour les trois types de fibres Shoddy. Des relations lineaires empiriques, basees sur 

des expressions theoriques pour le flux d'un fluide autour d'un cylindre, ont ete choisies pour 

decrire la relation entre les longueurs caracteristiques visqueuses et thermiques avec la masse 

volumique. Une simple expression associe la porosite a la masse volumique pour les trois 

57 
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types de fibres Shoddy. Des methodes alternatives de calcul de la porosite a partir des donnees 

des fibres originales sont egalement presentees. Les materiaux fibreux sont connus pour avoir 

une tortuosite d'environ 1. Pour cette raison, la tortuosite des materiaux etudies a ete fixee a 1. 

Cette hypothese est supportee par des resultats experimentaux. 

En se basant sur les modeles developpes par Johnson et al. et Lafarge et al., les formules 

individuelles empiriques sont substitutes dans les deux modeles pour donner des expressions 

qui decrivent la densite dynamique et le module de compressibilite dynamique en termes de la 

masse volumique. Les tests de caracterisation et les expressions individuelles permettent 

maintenant des comparaisons directes entre les proprietes des materiaux Shoddy et d'autres 

materiaux poreux. Par surcroit, l'aspect "modulaire" du modele permet aux utilisateurs de 

substituer des valeurs mesurees ou des expressions theoriques pour chaque parametre. Dans le 

futur, il serait souhaite que le modele continue a etre ameliore par 1'integration d'expressions 

theoriques. 

Travaux futurs 

Le modele propose fournit des estimations precises sur le comportement acoustique des 

isolants faits de fibres Shoddy. Toutefois, des etudes ulterieures pourraient ameliorer divers 

aspects de ce travail. La connaissance de la distribution du diametre des fibres est cruciale. Or, 

la variability presente chez les materiaux bruts rend l'estimation de ce parametre moins 

precise, ce pourquoi les methodes telles que celles utilisees dans ce travail sont parfois 

inefficaces. Une methode simplifiee serait preferee et la possibility d'associer le diametre des 

fibres a un ou plusieurs parametres des materiaux serait un sujet interessant de futurs travaux. 

II serait aussi interessant d'ajouter de la statistique dans les modeles empiriques pour prendre 

en compte les diverses sources d'incertitudes. Le tableau 1.3 page 13 montre que l'incertitude 

sur la determination de la densite peut monter jusqu'a 10 kg/m3, ce qui est tres important et ne 

sera pas sans consequence sur la determination du coefficient d'absorption. 

La plus grande difficulte presente dans la modelisation des fibres Shoddy, ou de tout materiau 

poreux, est comment d'avoir le plus vrai representation de la microstructure complexe. Bien 
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que les techniques actuelles considerent des arrangements des fibres idealises pour deriver les 

expressions theoriques pour certaines proprietes des materiaux, une approche plus realiste 

pourrait incorporer la nature aleatoire des arrangements fibreux en trois dimensions. Une 

possibility serait d'utiliser les arrangements idealises en tant que limites, avec la geometrie 

reelle occupant un index de valeur entre ces limites. Des expressions theoriques pour les 

longueurs caracteristiques et la resistance a un courant d'air peuvent, et dans certains cas avoir 

ete derivees pour des arrangements paralleles et perpendiculaires de cylindres microscopiques 

dans un courant d'air. Toutefois, la fa<jon dont chaque parametre varie alors que la 

microstructure se deplace entre ces deux extremes ou adopte un arrangement plus aleatoire, 

demeure un bon sujet d'etude. Les futurs travaux devraient avoir pour but de rendre le modele 

decrit dans ce travail moins empirique et plus theorique, ce en passant par une meilleure 

comprehension de la microstructure des fibres. 



APPENDIX A - SYMBOL DESCRIPTIONS 

Summary of all parameters appearing in the five selected equivalent fluid models 

p0 - ambient fluid density [kg/m3] 

c0 - speed of sound [m/s] 

P0 - ambient fluid pressure [Pa] 

(o - frequency [rad/s] 

rj - fluid shear viscosity [Pas] 

v = T ) / p 0  

B2 - Prandtl number 

v '  = V/B2  

ZC  - characteristic impedance [Pa-s/m] 

ii. - complex wavenumber [rad/m] 

p - dynamic density [kg/m3] 

K - dynamic bulk modulus [Pa] 

<7 - airflow resistivity [N-s/m] 

aoo - tortuosity 

a - dynamic tortuosity 

q o = r \ / o  -  s t a t i c  v i s c o u s  p e r m e a b i l i t y  [ m 2 ]  

A - viscous characteristic length [m] 

A' -  thermal characteristic length [m] 

k'0 - static thermal permeability [m ] 

y = cv/cv - ratio of the specific heats of the fluid 
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